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Dec Is Dead Long Live
Any which way that we look at the numbers, there is tremendous momentum coming back into the office market,” says Ryan Masiello, cofounder and chief strategy officer of VTS, a real estate software ...
The Office Is Dead. Long Live The Office: Demand Is Back, But It’s Still A Tenant’s Market
In 1990, not long after Jean-Marie Robine and Michel Allard began conducting a nationwide study of French centenarians, one of their software programs spat out an error message. An individual in the ...
How Long Can We Live?
An unusual winter-spring die-off of a common baitfish species called menhaden around Long Island this spring is part of a larger phenomenon seen from New Jersey to Rhode Island and is tied to the pre ...
LI baitfish die-off, part of a larger fish kill, is tied to bacteria
The memories are so painful that Birhanu Haile sometimes forgets to eat. He is one of thousands of ethnic Tigrayans clinging to a marginal existence after fleeing their ...
In Ethiopia camp, displaced Tigrayans live with hunger, fear
The trend has been reinforced by a long tradition of cooperation among Sweden’s biggest ... currency bitcoin (see “The Internet of Trust” in the June 2016 F&D). In December the People’s Bank of China ...
Cash Is Dead, Long Live Cash
India adds 1m new cases in just four days with hospitals in north warning they have only a few hours of medical oxygen; US passes 200m vaccines ...
Coronavirus live news: India hits global record of 314,835 new cases as hospitals in north of country run low on oxygen
An “adored” dad-of-two found dead in his car in the River Dee did not intend to take his own life, a coroner has ruled. Martin Gordon, who made people smile "wherever he went", had not been seen since ...
Inquest held into 'adored' dad-of-two found dead in the River Dee
People who enjoy live theater performances will be pleased that theaters are now allowed to open again. Theaters have had to be closed for more than a year due to the coronavirus pandemic. One of the ...
Live theater coming back to Chico
Mr. Madoff, who was serving a 150-year prison sentence, had asked for early release in February 2020, saying in a court filing that he had less than 18 months to live after entering the final ...
Bernard Madoff, Architect of Largest Ponzi Scheme in History, Is Dead at 82
A former long-term care inspector is sounding the alarm over the state of inspections in Ontario’s nursing homes.
Ontario ‘completely ignored and bulldozed’ problems in long-term care: former inspector
December was particularly difficult because ... content into high-definition video so it could be archived for the long term. Later, Welsh would help build Ruffle, a Flash emulator that can ...
Flash is dead, but these 2000s games hope to live on
On the 12th floor of the Skyline, a homicide highlights the horror of lawlessness. “I mean, that could have been me.” ...
‘That’s the drug floor’: How 1 apartment is allowed to terrorize the Skyline’s tenants
Large numbers of dead fish continue to wash ashore across the tristate area, including on Staten Island. Grace Gehrke, a resident of New Springville, said she visited Great Kills Park Sunday, and was ...
Large number of dead fish wash up on Staten Island shores, again
long and at least 3 to 5 years old, David told Live Science. Moreover, it would take many individuals to have a sustainable population in Florida, and so far, just one dead arapaima has been found.
Amazon 'river monster' turns up dead in Florida
Bruno Fernandes is reportedly seeking assurances that Paul Pogba will remain at Man Utd before signing a new deal. Transfer Talk has the latest.
LIVE Transfer Talk: Fernandes' Manchester United future hinges on Pogba
Industry body Assocham on Friday urged the government to reimpose moratorium on taking debt-ridden firms to the NCLT under the IBC till December ... benefit Corona LIVE: 11 dead after Oxygen ...
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Reimpose moratorium on taking cos to NCLT under IBC due to COVID: Assocham to govt
and I’ve never had deer stay out there this long without being picked up," said Humphries. Since December, she’s counted seven dead deer along a stretch of N.C. Highway 50 in northern Wake County.
Beware: Dead animal pickup by NCDOT delayed by COVID-19 budget cuts
Medical experts still cannot pinpoint the reason why the so-called “long ... Last December, FOX40 heard from retired professor Marina Oshana in a University of California, Davis live discussion ...
Program will run clinical trial aimed at helping COVID-19 long haulers
Although legal recreational marijuana is not yet available in New York State, Long Islanders ... to the Grateful Dead, the market featured merchandise from local vendors, live music, grilled ...
Blue Point Brewing Celebrates Unofficial 4/20 Holiday With New ‘Legalize Wheat’ Beer
December was particularly difficult ... Flash content into high-definition video so it could be archived for the long term. Later, Welsh would help build Ruffle, a Flash emulator that can be ...
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